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ABSTRACT
It is well known that the Fourier series of an analytic and periodic function, truncated
after 2N + 1 terms, converges exponentially with N, even in the maximum norm. It is
also known that if the function is not periodic, the rate of convergence deteriorates; in
particular there is no convergence in the maximum norm, although the function is still
analytic. This is known as the Gibbs phenomenon. In this paper we show that the
first 2N + 1 Fourier coefficients contain enough information about the function so that an
exponentially convergent approximation (in the maximum norm) can be constructed. The
proof is a constructive one and makes use of the Gegenbauer polynomials C(x). It consists
of the following two steps.
In the first step we show that the first m coefficients of the Gegenbauer expansion (based
on C (x), for 0 < n < m) of any L 2 function can be obtained, within exponential accuracy,
provided that both A and m are proportional to (but smaller than) N.
In the second step we construct the Gegenbauer expansion based on CnA , 0 < n < m

from the coefficients found in the first step. We show that this series converges exponentially
with N, provided that the original function is analytic (thou gh non-periodic).
Thus we prove that : The Gibbs phenomenon can be completely overcome.
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Introduction

In this paper, we deal with a prototype of the Gibbs phenomenon and show how to eliminate
it. Consider an analytic but non-periodic function f(x) defined in [-1, 1]. Notice that f(x)
has a discontinuity at the boundary x = ±1 if it is extended periodically with period 2. The
Fourier coefficients of f(x) are defined by

1 1

k a

f(k) =-

.

(1.1)

Assume that the first 2N + 1 Fourier coefficients f(k), Jki _<N, are known but the
function f(x) is not. Our objective is to recover the function f(x) for -1 < x < 1 with
exponential accuracy in the maximum norm. The traditional Fourier partial sum using the
first 2N + 1 modes
N

(k)etkr
m_ x

fN(x) =

(1.2)

k=-N

does a poor job; it produces a first order approximation to f(x) with an error 0(k) away
from the boundary x = +1, and shows 0(I) spurious oscillations near the boundary x = ±1
known as the Gibbs ph
menon. Thus there is no convergence in the maximum norm.
When one uses a filter in the Fourier space,
N

fA(x)=

O2
alf(k)eik

,

(1.3)

k=-N

where a N =-

are suitably defined real or complex numbers which tend to zero when Iki
tends to N, the situation becomes better. One can get exponential accuracy away from the
boundary x = ±1 if ak are chosen as suitable real numbers [7, 9, 10, 12] or one can get
exponential accuracy up to one boundary x = -1 or x = 1 if aN are chosen as suitable
complex numbers [3]. In these cases the approximation is still in the space spanned by the
first 2N + 1 trigonometric polynomials and is a convolution of the original Fourier partial
sum with some filter kernel which is an approximate two-sided or one-sided b function; hence
it cannot be exponentially accurate in the maximum norm for -1 < x < 1. For the onesided filters introduced in [3] onc can use two different approximations in -1 < x < 0 and
in 0 < x < 1,right-sided for the former and left-sided for the latter, to obtain exponential
convergence globally.
In this paper we adopt a different point of view. The idea is the following: we realize
that the problem with the Fourier approximation is the non-periodicity of the function and
the fact that the functions e' i k are the solutions of a regular Sturm-Liouville problem. In

I

[6] it is shown that expanding an analytic, non-periodic function f(x) by the eigenfunctions
of a singular Sturm-Liouville problem yields rapid convergence. For example, a Chebyshev
or Legendre expansion of f(x) converges exponentially. Thus if the first 2N + 1 Fourier
coefficients can provide enough information to reconstruct the coefficients of an expansion
based on a singular S-L problem, we might recover the accuracy. Unfortunately, one can
not recover the coefficients of the Chebyshev or the Legendre expansion within high enough
accuracy.
In this paper we show that from the first 2N + 1 Fourier coefficients of an analytic but
non-periodic function, one can get the first m - N coefficients in the Gegenbauerexpansion
based on the Gegenbauer polynomials C (x), provided that the parameter A, appearing in
the weight function (1 -x2)A-, grows with the number of Fourier modes- N. We prove that
this yields exponential accuracy in the maximum norm.
Our proof consists of two separate and independent steps. The first step (Section 3) is to
show that given the Fourier partial sum of the first 2N + 1 Fourier modes, of an arbitrary L 2
function f(x), it is possible to recover the partial sum of the first m terms in the Gegenbauer
expansion of the same function to exponential accuracy (in the maximum norm) by letting
the parameter Aand the number of terms m in the Gegenbauer expansion grow linearly with
N. In this step f(x) need not be smooth; any L 2 function will do. We denote the error
between the exact Gegenbauer coefficients and those obtained from the Fourier coefficients
- the Truncation error. The results of this Section are summarized i n Theorem 3.3.
In the second step (called the Regularization error), we prove the exponential convergence,
in the maximum norm of the Gegenbauer expansion of an analytic function when A grows
linearly with m. This is done in Section 4. The second step has its own interest; it is
an exponential convergence proof in the maximum norm for such Gegenbauer expansions of
analytic functions, where Aincreases with the number of the terms used in the approximation.
The results of this Section are summarized in Theorem 4.3.
In Section 2 we discuss some results concerning Gegenbauer polynomials that are relevant
to the proof and the computations. These are combined with the results of Sections 3 and
4 to yield the main theorem of Section 5 which demonstrates that one can construct an
exponentially convergent approximation to an analytic, non-periodic function, from its first
2N + 1 Fourier coefficients. Finally, in Section 6 we demonstrate the theory with some
numerical examples. Of special interest is Example 6.1, concerning the function f(x) = x.
This function was used originally (in 1898) to demonstrate the Gibbs phenomenon.
We will use A or A for a generic constant independent of all the growing parameters
throughout this paper. The actual value of A or A may be different in different locations.

2

Preliminaries

2

In this section we will introduce the Gegenbauer polynomials and discuss some of their
asymptotic behavior. We rely heavily on the standardization in Bateman (2], although for
our purpose a different scaling might have been more natural.
We start by defining the Gegenbauer polynomials C(x) in the following definition.
Definition 2.1
The Gegenbauer polynomial C,(x) is the polynomial of order n that satisfies
(1 - x') '-1C(x)CA(x)dx = 0

k

#n

(2.1)

and (for A > 0)
(2.2)

C.(1) = r( + 2A)
n!F(2A)

Note that the Gegenbauer polynomials thus defined are not orthonormal. In fact, the
norm of C (x) is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1
The Gegenbauer polynomials defined above satisfy

L1 l

-

x2) - C (x)C,(x)dx =

(2.3)

where
(2.4)

( (A + 1)
h\ = rC (1)(A)(n + A) •
For the proof see [2, page 174].

0

We are ready now to deal with the asymptotics of the Gegenbauer polynomials for large
n and A. For this we need Lemma 2.2 and 2.3.
Lemma 2.2 (Stirling)
For any number x such that x > 1 we have
r(x+l)
L(x + 1)

<

(2ir)x"1+e-'eT
\] 1

+'-

(2r)x'x +e
3

--

(2.5)
(2.6)

0

Lemma 2.3
There exists a constant A independent of A and n such that
h'

<

A

hA

>

A-'

(2.7)

A)

n-

A1

(n + A)C

(2.8)

1

The proof follows from (2.4) and the Stirling's formula (2.5)-(2.6).
0

Finally we would like to quote the Rodrigues'formula [2, page 175].
Lemma 2.4
The Gegenbauer polynomials are explicitly given by
-

(1 - x2)1-Cn(x) =

(,n)--

[(I

-

2)

(2.9)

where G(A, n) is defined by

G(An)

=

r(A + 1)r(n + 2A)

r(2A)F(n + A+ 1)

3

(2.10)

The Truncation Error

In this section we consider an arbitrary L 2 function f(x) defined in [-1, 1]. We assume that
the first 2N + 1 Fourier coefficients f(k), as defined in (1.1), are given. We are interested
in recovering (within exponential accuracy in the maximum norm) the first m coefficients in
the Gegenbauer expansion of f(x),
f(x) =

f(')CIA (x),
1=0

where the Gegenbauer coefficients are defined by
4

(3.1)

=

(1

(3.2)

2f(x)CIA (x)dx

-

with h- given by (2.4).
Since we do not know the function f(x), but rather its truncated Fourier series

fN(x)

(defined in (1.2)), we have only an approximation to f-(l) which we denote by §"(1), given
by
=

i~ L(1-x2)'fN(x)CA(x)dx.

(3.3)

Notice that §'(1) depends on N. At this stage we would like to define the truncation error
TE(A,m, N) = max

E(fA (1)
1=0

-1

(l))CIA x)

(3.4)

The truncation error is the difference between the Gegenbauer expansion (with m terms)
of the function f(x) and that of the truncated Fourierseries fN(x). It measures the error in
the finite Gegenbauer expansion due to truncating the Fourier series.
In the next two theorems we bound the truncation error in terms of N, the number of
given Fourier coefficients, m the number of Gegenbauer polynomials, and A.
Theorem 3.1
If f(x) is an L 2 function on [-1,1], then there exists a constant A which is independent
of A, m and N, such that the truncation error defined in (3.4) satisfies the following estimate:
TE(A,mr,

(3.5)
35

N)!_A (m +A)r(mn+ 2A)r(A) ( 2
rN]
1)![F(2A)
(mn-

Proof:
As a first step we consider the special function f(x) = ei n 7 rx with

jnj

> N. In this special

case fN(x) = 0 and we obtain
(fA(l)

-

?(/))CA(1) = C'(1)1(1 _ x2)A_ e,,,Cj(x)dx

(3.6)

Roughly speaking, one can argue that this integral is rapidly decreasing when n increases.
This results from the fact that the integral is proportional to the n'th Fourier coefficient of
the function (1 - x2)A-C

1(x)

which is analytic and has A periodic derivatives. It is nice to

know that an explicit expression of this integral appears in the literature [2, page 2131:

5

= ['(A)

0 -x2)AiC'nfvCA(x)dx

where J(x) is the esscl function. Since
have, for 0 5 1 ,n,

tJ,(x)I

Ait(1 + A)Jt+A((r&)

5 1 for all x and v > 0 [1, page 302), we

cA(1)r(A)

I(!(1)-,(i))c,(1)j

(37)

(I + A)

(I+ )r(i + 2)r() ( 2
fl 1(2A)

1,1

< (m + A)r(rn
+ 2A)r(A)( (r(3in2 )8
mllr(2A)
where it) the second step we used the formula (2.2) for C 1\), and in the last stop we used
the fact that

f

is an increasing function of 1.

We now return to the general function f(x), which satisfies
f(x) - fN(z) =

(.3.9)

j(n)'nr,
fnI>N

Since f(x) is an L 2 function, its Fourier coefficients f(n) are uniformly bouided,

I/(n)l S A.

(30)

We thus have, using the result for the special case cinw in (3,8),
J(fr(1)-

(1))CIA(1)

<A(rn + A)r(m + 2A)r(A)

mlf'(2)

(2
fn>f>N

. (in + A)r(m + 2A)r(,) 1

SA

-\

mA)2A

3.1

for all 0 5 1 : m,
We can now estimate the truncation error (3.4) by
TE(A,rn,N) 5 m max max ,(fA(J)-il(l))C(z)1
:5 m max J.Al

(r)

< mA(m + A)r(m + 2A)r(A) (
5mA
rn ir1(2A)

A(m+A)r(m + 2A,)r(A)( 2)
(m- )r(2A)
7rN
6

-

"A

where in the second step we used the fact that JCt(x)j < Cj (I) for all -1 :5 x < 1
[2, page 206], and in the third step we tised (3.11).
The theorem is now proven.

11CVxnark.1 The approximate Oegenbauer coefflicents bA(1) in (33) can be explicitly
expressed in terms of the Fourier coefficients

1(k)

Z NrJi+A(?rk)
91(t) = 6sf(0) + r(A)il(i + A)0<jkl5A

(A

()(3.12)

Equation (3,12) follows immediately from the definition (33) of b(I) and the integration
formula (3.7).

For fixed A,the truncation error (3.5) decays algebraically as 0 (

H), owever, if both

A and rn grow linearly with N, the truncation error can be made exponentially small, This

is stated in the following theorem,

TheorLmi 2
If A = aN and m = iN where a and 0 are positive constants, then the truncation error
deflned in (3.4) satisfies
TE(aN, ON, N) 5 AN2 qN

(3,13)

where
q
In particular, if a -

-

(3+ 2a)4+2a
q"(21re)0'atv#TJ

(3.14)

J , then

q=c
C

0,8< 1.

We use Stirling's formula (2.5)-(2.0) to obtain, from the previous estimates on the truncation error in (M3.)and some simple algebra,

7

N,

)

5((/9 + 2a)N)r(aN) 2 .N=
A(+)N (fiN- 1)ir(2aN) YrNI
< AN 2 (q'N

with q de(fined by (3.14). If we take a =/

in (3.14), we obtain

If at / -

which attains its minimum value q -

0

We would like to point out that we choose a = in Theorem 3,2 simply to show that i,
is possible to obtain exponentially small truncation errors. This may not be the best choic','

in practice. We can easily verify that, for fixed a, (3.14) defines a q which is an increasing
function of fl. This is not surprising since the truncation error should be bigger if there are
more terms in the Gegenbauer expansion to approximate. However we will see in the next
section that the regularization error will be smaller if m is bigger, In practice one might try
to choose m to maintain some balance between these two errors, For a fixed /, (3.14) defines
a q which attains its minimum at

ir- 205 + iir-405)

(,

if/5
For example, if / and a * 1,33 is chosen according to (3,15), then q given by
(3.14) is approximately 0.49, much smaller than the minimum value 0,8 obtained with the
restriction a = /,
,

We summarize the results of this Section in the next theorem.

fl

inw.3 The exponential decay of the truncation error

Let f(z) be an L2 [-1, 1) function, and 1(k), -N 5 k < N, its Fourier coefficients defin'd
in (1,1). Let PA(1) be the Oegenbauer expansion coefficients of f(x) defined in (3.2), and let
bA(1) be the Oegenbauer coefficients of the truncated Fourier series fN(z) defined in (1,2)

with ^A(l) are given explicitly in (3,12),
Then: if A = m = fiN, where /9 < W, the truncation error decays exponentially with
the number of Fourier rmodes N, i.e.

TE(/N,/9N, N) = max

-15N1

E (J'(1) to

8

()Cl(x)I
)

< AN ' q''

(3.16)

with
q=(2730 </

q

4

<2re

--

The Regularization Error

In this section we would like to establish error estimates for approximating an analytic
function f(x) on [-1, 1] by its Gegenbauer expansion based on the Gegenbauer polynomials
C'(x). Since our goal is to remove the Gibbs phenomenon we will use the maximum norm.
In the last section we have shown that we can get the Gegenbauer partial sum of the first
m terms of any L 2 function from its Fourier partial sum of the first 2N + 1 modes with
exponential accuracy in the maximum norm, if A and m are both growing linearly with N.
Thus in this section we will consider the case of large A and m.
We will assume that f(x) is an analytic function on [-1, 1] satisfying the following assumption.
Assumption 4.1
There exists constants p _ 1 and C(p) such that, for every k > 0,
dkf,,k

max Jx (X) < C(p)-,.

-1<x<1

p

dx k

(4.1)

This is a standard assumption for analytic functions. Here p is actually the distance from
[-1, 1] to the nearest singularity of f(x) in the complex plane (see for example (8]). The
assumption can be modified using the techniques n [5].
Let us consider the Gegenbauer partial sum of the first m terms for the function f(x)
given by (3.1), with the Gegenbauer coefficients f'(1) defined by (3.2). We want to estimate
the regularization error in the maximum norm,
R E(A, m) = _max

f (X)

I<X<

-

~jf(1)C1\(X)

(4.2)

1=0

We start by estimating the Gegenbauer coefficients fr(1).
Lemma 4.1
The 'egenbauer coefficient j'(l), as defined in (3.2), of an analytic function satisfying
the Assumption (4.1), can be bounded by

9

C(p)1'(A + 1)1(1 + 2A)
h(2p)'r(2A)r'(1
+ A + 1)
Pro oh

We start by using the definition (3.2) for fA(), We replace the term (1 - X2)A-'CA(x)
by the Rodrigues' formula (2.9).(2.10) to get

(-))'G(A,

f

f

7)
d'

-

)'+-T

where G(A, 1) is defined in (2.10). Integrating by parts I times we get
G(q1)

p di7r2-)(l
iIAfr
Ld X,+-d

We now use the Assumption (4.1) to estimate the derivative

IPII<G(A, I)C(p)jl

(x), thus obtaining

)+_

Iflml <5 GOO O('P' f, (1 - x)I+AId .
Since CoA(x) = 1, the remaining integral is simply ho+ %and can be obtained from (2.3)-(2.4):

I/(')I < G(A, l)C(p) vr~(l + A+ |)
if -- n<'2'p'(1 + A)r(I + A)
and finally using the definition of G(A, 1) from (2.10) we get (4.3).
r3

The estimate (4.3) can be used naturally to get an estimate in the weighted L 2 norm,

This would have been more transparent if we had adopted an orthonormal Gegenbauer basis
rather than (2.2). However the aim of this paper is to establish estimates in the maximum
norm. This is stated in Theorem 4.1.

Theorem.4.1
If f(x) is an analytic function on [-1, 1] satisfying the Assumption (4.1), then the regularization error defined in (4.2) can be bounded by
+ 1)r(m + 2A++A)
1)
RE(A,m) < A C(p)r(A
mVX(2p)mnr(2A)r(rn
Erg ofi
By (4.3) and (2.8) we obtain
10

(4.4

_AC(p)r(A

+ 1)r(l + 2A)(45
(45)

A(1+j~)F(1)±52A)
<
v< (2p),r(2A)r(l + A)

(If we define

c(p)r(A + 1)r(l + 2A)
B~~l)
=
A (2p),r(2A)F(l + A)
then clearly for m < I
B(l+1)

1+ 2A

B(1)

2p(l + A)

1+2

<

<

p(2 + Z-)

1+
2
-- m
2+

We can thus sum (4.5) for m + 1 < I < oo to obtain
00

RE(A,m)

max
-l<x<l

jfA(l)CIA(x)

E-=m+1
B ~lC(1)
1=m+l
L=m+i

A)

<

B(m + 1)2(m

<

2A + 1)
A C(p)F(A + 1)(m +

m

-nV(2p)mr(2A)r(m + A)

where we have used again the fact that [Cj)(x)j _ C'(1) for all -1 < x < 1 in the second
step. This finishes the proof.
0

About the size of the regularization error (4.4) when A depends linearly on in, as is the
case in Theorem 3.2 for truncation errors, we can state the following.
Theorem 4.2
If A =rm where y is a positive constant, then the regularization error defined in (4.2)
satisfies
RE(yrn,rn) _ Aq m
where q is given by
1I

(4.6)

q=

(1+ 2y)1+ 2-Y

p2q+2 'Y-7(1 +

(4.7)

y),+1

which is always less than 1. In particular, if -t = 1 and m = fIN where / is a positive
constant, then
(4.8)

RE(3N, fIN) < Aq"'
with

(27
= 32p]

(4.9)

q =

Proof:
We use Stirling's formula (2.5)-(2.6) to replace the Gamma functions in (4.4). A little bit
of algebra brings us to (4.6)-(4.7) if A = yin. Notice that the constant A in (4.6) contains
the contribution of p related terms. It is easy to verify that q defined by (4.7) is an strictly
when -ytends to infinity. Hence we have q < <
increasing function of -yand tends to .1
for all -y > 0. As for the proof of (4.8)-(4.9), we simply plug in -y = 1 and m =fiN into
(4.6)-(4.7).
0

Finally we summarize the results of this Section in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3 The exponential decay of the regularization error
Let f(x) be an analytic function on [-1, 1] satisfying assumption (4.1). Let fA(l), 0 <

I

<

m be its Gegenbauer coefficients defined in (3.2). Furthermore assume that A = m = fiN.
Then
max

f(x) _

EA(I)CIAx)

_ AqN

(4.10)

1=0

where

0

12

5

The Main Theorem

In this Section we bring the main theorem demonstrating that one can construct an exponentially convergent (in the maximum norm) approximation to an analytic, non-periodic
function, from its first 2N + 1 Fourier coefficients. The method is indicated in the last two
sections. Namely, first we get, from the Fourier coefficients, an approximation to the first
rn = ON Gegenbauer coefficients. This approximation, by virtue of the discussion in Section 3, converges exponentially f ast to the true coefficients, provided that A grows with N.
We then construct the partial Gegenbauer expansion which converges exponentially to f(x)
by virtue of the discussion in Section 4.
We are ready to state our main theorem.
Theorem 5.1 Removal of the Gibbs Phenomenon
Consider an analytic and non-periodic function f(x) on [-1, 1], satisfying
d~kf (~

max
-I_<x<1

()k

C(>)-ipk

pP-x)1.

(5.1)

Assume that the Fourier coefficients
J(k)=
are known for -N

f f(x)e-ikxdx

< k < N.

Let '(l), 0 < I < in be the Gegenbauer expansion coefficients of fN(x)=
explicitly given by

()= bozf(O) + F(A)I'(l + A) E

Jl+A\(7rk)

(-k)

f (k)

ZN=N

f(k)eik 'rx

.(5.2)

Then for A = m = O3N where f3 < 2-, we have

max

f(x) - ZA(1)C(x)

-

AN 2 q N + Aq N .

(5.3)

1=0

Here
2re

<

< 1,

Proof:
We start by noting that formula (5.2), for the approximate Gegenbauer coefficients (1),
follows from Remark 3.1.
In order to establish (5.3), we introduce the Gegenbauer coefficients of the function f(x)
and denote them by A'(1), they are defined in (3.2).
13

We have
max
-l~xEf(x)- _Z-n A(l)CA(X)
I=

mf(X)jA(l)CA(X)
0

<--- max
<x<l

1=00

+

1=

fA (l )C (x )

m ax

( )C (x)

-

1=0

-

.

1=0

The first term is the regularization error and has been estimated in Theorem 4.3. The
second term is the truncation error and has been estimated in Theorem 3.3. The theorem is
thus proved.
0

A few remarks are in order:
Given 2N + 1 fourier coefficients f(k),

Remark 5.1 The proof is constructive.
-N

< k < N, one gets explicitly the approximate Gegenbauer coefficients 0A(l) , 0 < I < m

and the Gegenbauer series can be explicitly constructed.
Remark 5.2 The reconstruction is not optimal, since no effort has been spent to optimize
the parameters.

Numerical Results

6

In this section we demonstrate the theory using numerical examples. We implement the
method in the following way. Assume that the first 2N + 1 Fourier coefficients of f(x), f(k)
for -N

< k < N, as defined in (1.1), are given. We compute the approximate Gegenbauer

coefficients A(1), for 0 < I < m, defined in (3.3), using the following formula given in Remark
3.1:
j'(l) = 6oi.f(O) + F(A)i'( + A)

E

Jl+A\(7rk)

0<lkl<5N

(2

r

f(k)

.

(6.1)

We compute the Bessel function J,(x) using an IMSL routine. Once the approximate
Gegenbauer coefficients ,'\(1) are obtained, we can compute the approximation to f(x) by
directly summing
9g(x) = ZfrA(1)CA(x)

(6.2)

1=0

as long as we can compute the Gegenbauer polynomial C>(x) accurately. The formula we
used to compute Cj'(x) is
14

C(cosO)

+
+A
k!F(A)A)(-k
(I - k)f(A)

AF(k

-

2k)O

(6.3)

k=O

which can be found in [1, page 175].
We remark that the implementation described above are subject to round off effects for
large A and m. We use a Cray-YMP to carry out all the computations. Our implementation
can give accurate result only when the error is no smaller than 10-. And we will show results
only in those cases. A better way to implement this method might be through Chebyshev
polynomials.
For the purpose of testing we consider the following examples.
Example 6.1 f((x) = x

This is the original example used in 1898 to show the famous Gibbs phenomenon. For
this particular function there is no regularization error as long as m > 1, hence all the errors
observed result from the truncation error.
In Figure 1, we show the exact function f(x) = x in the solid line, the Fourier partial sum
fN(x) with A = 4 in the short dashed line, and the approximation through the Gegenbauer
polynomials g,(x), as defined in (6.2), with N = 4 and m = A = 1N in the long dashed

line. We can clearly see that the Fourier partial sum fN(x) shows the Gibbs oscillations,
while the approximation g,(x) through the Gegenbauer polynomials is uniformly accurate.
In Figure 2 we draw the errors in the maximum norm, with a logarithmic scale, versus N
(recall that 2N + 1 is the number of Fourier modes given), both with m = A = 1N (squares)
1N and A determined by (3.15) (circles). This picture confirms our estimates
and with m
in (3.13) through (3.15) for the exponential convergence of the truncation errors.
Next, we show the point-wise errors of the approximations with m = A = !N for
N = 4,8,16,32 in Figure 3, and the point-wise errors with m = 1N and A determined
by (3.15), for N = 4,8, 16, in Figure 4, again both in logarithmic scales. We can observe exponential convergence both inside the interval and near the boundary, although the absolute
error is several magnitudes smaller inside the interval than at the boundary.
We have also run the test for f(x) = x' with n = 2 through 9, obtaining similar results
(not shown here).
Example 6.2 f(x) = cos[1.47r(x - 1)].

This function satisfies the Assumption (4.1) with arbitrary p > 1. Both truncation
error and regularization error will be present. The choice m = A = 1N gives exponential
convergence as expected. The choice m = A = N gives better results in this case.
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In Figure 5 we draw the errors in the maximum norm versus N, with a logarithmic scale,
both with m = A = !N (squares) ai.d with in = A = N (circles). The choice of m =N
and A determined by (3.15) does not converge in this case, indicating that (3.15) is probably
a bad choice for the Regularization errors.
Finally, again in logarithmic scales, we show the point-wise errors of the approximations
with m = A = 1N for N = 24,36,52,76 in Figure 6, and the point-wise errors with m =
A = gN for N = 16,24,36,52 in Figure 7. We again observe exponential convergence both
inside the interval and at the boundary, and the several magnitudes difference in the absolute
errors inside the interval and at the boundary.

7

Concluding Remarks

We considered in this paper a prototype of the Gibbs phenomenon and demonstrated that
this effect may be overcome. We show that if f(x) is an analytic but non-periodic function
then the knowledge of its first 2N + 1 Fourier coefficients provides accurate enough information so that the first m ,- N coefficients in the expansion of f(x) by the Gegenbauer

polynomials C'(x) (A - N) may be obtained. In equation (5.2) the formula that relates the
Gegenbauer coefficients to the Fourier coefficients is presented.
There are several topics which are not addressed in this paper and will be discussed in a
future paper:
(1) Other choices of polynomials such as the Laguerre polynomials and Hermite polynomials;
(2) Algebraic convergence for Ck but not analytic functions;
(3) The case with exponential recovery in a sub-interval [a, b] of [-1, 1]. That is, given
the first 2N + 1 Fourier modes for a function defined on [-1,1], find its Gegcabauer partial
sum of the first m terms based on the scaled Gegenbauer polynomials on [a,b], in which
the function f((x) is analytic. This would allow one to handle multiple discontinuities and
discontinuities of unknown location;
(4) The procedure realized in the Fourier space as a convolution, similar to the approach
used in [3];
(5) Efficient and stable numerical implementation of those methods;
(6) Extension to Collocation techniques and other than the Fourier basis functions.
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Figure 1: The function f(x) = x (background solid line); the Fourier partial sum fN(x)
defined in (1.2) with N = 4 (short dashed line), and the approximation gA(x) defined in
(6.2)through the Gegcnbauer polynomials with N = 4 and m - A I4N in the long dashed
line.
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Figure 2: For the function f(x) - x, the errorx In the maximum norm, max-1 5.5 If(z) g (x)I where gA(x) is defined in (6.2), in a logarithmic scale, versus N (2N + I is the number
of Fourier modes given). The squares arc for the case with m A = N, and the circles are
for the case with m = IN and A determined by (3.15).
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Figure 5: For the function f (x) - coo(.4ir(z - 1)], the errors In the maximum norm,
max-;.
1 59 ;

If(w) - gA(x)l where gA(x) is defined in (0.2), in a logarithmic scale, versus

N (2N + 1 In the number of Fourier modes given), The squares are for the case with
m - A - N; and the circles are for the case with m - A-N,
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Figure 7: For the function f(x) = cos[1.47(x- 1)], in a logarithmic scale, the point-wise errors

.f(x)-g(x)I where gA(x) is defined in (6.2), of the case m = A = 2N for N = 16,24,36,52.
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